
 
Map No 10 Direction of walk on map Bottom/Top 
 
1. At junction of four tracks continue forward, do not turn left or right and after a 

kilometre pass through gate to enter road. 

2. Bear right, almost immediately Right into field via gap, then turn Left, keep 
hedge on left to meet garden fence of houses ahead. 

3. Turn Right keep garden fences on left, then hedge on right for approx. 120m. 
Continue to reach passageway to exit onto road (Bull’s head PH opposite to 
your left). 

4. Turn Right and continue for 30m, cross with care to opposite pavement just 
past the junction to Broad Street, continue forward, pass Home Farm on left to 
just before a sharp bend in main road. 

5. Thro’ gate on left into field and aim for top left hand corner, immediately right of 
farm buildings (can be very rough and often muddy underfoot). 

6. Follow farm track round to the right & thro’ pedestrian gate (old canal spur on 
right & left).  Thro’ a second gate and continue forward making for top left hand 
corner of field. DO NOT RUN IF CATTLE ARE IN FIELD 

7. Thro’ kissing gate, turn Left along enclosed path then thro’ gap and turn Right 
over bridge to climb steps to The Motte and Bailey complex. 

8. Walk across with the highest point on your right to exit thro’ kissing gate onto 
road (Ell Lane). 

9. With care, turn Left down road & turn Left again at junction.  Shortly after take 
care & cross to the other side.  Pass telephone box & almost opposite The 
Raven (PH) reach Barr Lane. 

10. Challenge entrants only. Continue fwd down Broad Street 150m to reach 
village hall on right. Checkpoint 4 is the scout hut behind the village hall.  On 
leaving, follow Challenge signs thro’ small gate to enter playing fields.  Turn 
Right then soon veer diagonally left to car park & reach Barr Lane & turn Left. 

11. Non Challengers enter Barr Lane & continue down to start of car park. All pass 
enclosed playground & when track bears right enter field thro’ kissing gate on 
left. Fwd & aim to pass two isolated trees on left towards hedge line. 

12. Thro’ kissing gate to right of hedged pool, turn Right & with hedge right continue 
to field corner & thro’ kissing gate into next field. 

13. Take footpath to the right and keep hedge on right to field corner. 

 Total distance now covered: 23.3 miles. 


